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SHOOTING.SH WINTER SEASON
2017-18
New Stalk Blocks (files attached)…….
With the loss of Marston Block The retirement of Colin Chisholm I’ve had to get my hat on and
dig some areas out we have added 3 new areas Devon, Loch Lomond, More on the borders and
we have ongoing discussion for Chippenham and Thetford blocks 7000/4000 acres in total then
we are going to tender for a block on an estate in England I cant specify as it has to be kept in
house. Note I have attached the files with this news letter for your attention.

Walked up Shoot Days
A good solid group of guys committed to the days I only think we had
one day where it was 2 persons and with two you cant really spread
guns out and drive a block but we did see a lack of pheasants, reason !!
just to warm birds everywhere. Good Woodcock prevailed until the last
week January and with the new woodland blocks we expect to see
more Woodcock next season. A few feed bins in centre of woods should
bring the pheasants into contention.

A nice picture from
Angelsey proving what
a productive shoot it
can be given
conditions - even when
so wet and part of the
ground being flooded
Dave Hitchmough who
runs the Corwen area
shoots feeds etc

Anyway for next season we have these 3 new blocks adding to the
ground we already retain and on Angelsey I’ll be in a position to allocate
a 4 day shoot for the syndicate and then we can let you book and go
after that on that ground. We have one last day on the 31st January we hope woodcock move
back into the grounds given a good rest.
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Pigeon Shooting
Well this is on us in the next month and over rape
initially and some roost shooting at Prestatyn
North Wales is available, Ive plenty of dates in
March where I’m taking various groups and I can
slot members in no problem so enquire and we
can sort dates out for you.
Thats about it for this letter I prefer to make it
short and sweet but remember just ring me to
book anything you fancy or if you need advise or
help with variations to weapons ill do my best to
get what you want. And lastly thanks for joining
we have some guys 15 years with us thanks for
the commitment without you all we are nothing.
I went myself to Newton Stewart and bagged a
deer but being busy and having a good local
butcher I dropped the animal of to him for
preparation £20 so
if you are short of time ask your butcher to
prep for the freezer.

Remember any
introductions to
friends we pay a
fee of £100 to
you if they join
us!

A good retrieve from
one of the boys dogs

Lastly we wish you a great new year,
Robert Glynn Chairman.
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